Directions to ECE Conference Room - FAB 60-19

Directions to FAB 60-19 from Fourth Avenue Building Garage off 4th and College: Take the elevator to the lower level (LL), off the elevator you will be in ECE’s Circuit Lounge. Walk straight ahead to the glass doors of Electrical & Computer Engineering Labs (suite 60). Inside the door, turn to your right to find 60-19.

Directions to FAB 60-19 from the City of Portland Lobby: Take the stairs or elevators near the security desk one floor down to the Circuit Lounge to find the glass doors of Electrical & Computer Engineering Labs (suite 60). Inside the door, turn to your right to find 60-19.

Directions to FAB 60-19 from Harrison St: Use the entrance closest to the corner of 4th Ave and Harrison St. and walk straight down the hallway to the Circuit Lounge and take a left. Walk straight ahead to the glass doors of Electrical & Computer Engineering Labs (suite 60). Inside the door, turn to your right to find FAB 60-19.

Directions to FAB 60-19 from the Engineering Building: From the EB atrium, take the elevator or stairs down one floor to the lowest level. Go down the short hallway where there is a window that says ‘EPL’ in green letters and then left down a longer hallway until you see the glass doors of Electrical & Computer Engineering Labs (suite 60) on your right. Inside the door, turn to your right to find FAB 60-19.